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Minutes of the AAC meeting of 10/26/10 
 
Minutes approved at the AAC meeting of 11/9/10 
AAC Minutes – October 26, 2010 
 
In attendance:  Barry Levis (Chair),  Rick Bommelje (Secretary), Gloria Cook, Chris Fuse, Lila Martin,  
Sebastian Novak, Christian Ricaute,  Darren Stoub, Dawn Roe, Kristen Trucco,  Martina Vidovic, Deb 
Wellman,  
 
Guests in attendance: Bob Moore, Yusheng Yao   
  
The meeting was called to order at 12:32 PM. 
 
Minutes.  The minutes of the October 19, 2010 meeting were approved with corrections. 
 
Old Business 
1.  Pre-Matriculation program 
Barry reported on feedback from the Executive Committee about the Pre-Matriculation program.  
There is a need for further investigation before it is approved, especially as it connects with the 
Explorations Program.     
  
New Business 
1.  Asian Studies Major 
Barry reviewed the events of last year with the proposed Asian Studies major.  After being brought to 
the faculty, it was tabled until October of this year.  A new proposal is being brought forward for 
consideration thereby nullifying the old proposal.  Bob Moore and Yusheng Yao visited the committee 
to explain the new program and respond to questions.  Barry asked how this proposal is different 
from last year’s proposal.  Bob stated that the primary difference with this twelve course major is the 
reliance on two courses (REL 113 Asian Religions and HIS East Asia in Modern Times) as an 
introduction plus the capstone seminar (ASA 400).  These changes emanated from Yusheng’s 
examination of ten peer and aspirant institutions and identifying that this structure is what a great 
majority of them do.  Additionally consideration has been given to some of the comments made by 
faculty last year.  Barry queried the issue of hidden prerequisites.  Bob replied that this only applies in 
Economics.  There was also discussion about the foreign language requirement.  Gloria indicated that 
in the colloquium it was emphasized this is an interdisciplinary major.  Bob stated that the concept is 
similar to the Latin American and Caribbean Studies Program.   Barry asked about Tom Larsen’s 
participation in the program because of his impending retirement.   Bob stated that there are other 
professors who can fulfill topics courses including Mark Fetscherin, Ilon Alon and Yudit Greenberg.  
Bob also emphasized that no new faculty will be needed for this major.  Barry queried as to whom 
was going to teach the Senior Seminar and Bob indicated that he would be the primary instructor.  
Gloria asked if it is possible to have a double major combining Asian Studies with Economics or 
International Business.   This would especially be beneficial for students who would like to seek 
employment in Asia.  Bob said this is an interesting suggestion and is something that could be 
modified in the future.   Barry asked about the requirements for the overseas studies.  Yusheng 1  
stated that the Shanghai University semester would continue and each course would be applicable to 
the major.   Bob also stated that the Hong Kong and Japan programs would continue to be available 
and that there also may me a two week intensive experience offered.    India is also a possibility.  Rick 
asked Bob what he thought would be the biggest obstacle when the proposal is presented to the 
faculty.  Bob stated he expected that the issue of new faculty will be queried and he emphasized 
again that there would not be any need for new faculty positions.  Deb stated that with the China and 
India Centers, this major would be a good fit. 
Barry asked the committee for a vote on sending this proposal to Faculty and it was unanimously 
approved. 
  
2.  Maymester 
Barry referred to the updated report submitted by Interim Provost and the Dean of the Faculty.  Deb 
stated that the syllabi for the past Maymester courses are on file.  She also identified that there was a 
very positive response from the faculty who taught in the program and the students who participated 
in it.  Deb also stated that the tuition from the Maymester assisted in balancing this year’s budget.    
There was extensive conversation about the length of the 3 week Maymester, especially for lab 
courses.  The need to complete the program by June 1 does put a restriction on the length of the 
program.  There was also discussion about utilizing the existing Holt summer term for courses that 
require a longer time frame, especially lab courses.   Christian stated that if the Maymester were 
extended that it would conflict with the Holt school summer term.  Deb underscored the point that 
11 faculty members who taught in last year’s Maymester stated that they were able to meet the 
general education requirements.  Barry indicated that the primary proposal from the interim Provost 
and Dean of the Faculty is that the Maymester be approved and institutionalized in A&S.  Barry 
emphasized that all procedures would need to be developed before it was brought to the faculty.  
Deb noted that that there are procedures already in place.  Barry stated that as part of the process it 
would be beneficial to have a colloquium on this issue.  It was agreed that the discussion would be 
postponed for 2 weeks. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 1:59 PM.  
 
 
Rick Bommelje 
Secretary 
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